Abstract. One natural generalization of convex sets is the concept of strictly monotone sets. In this paper, Tietze's characterization theorem on convex sets is generalized to strictly monotone sets. The main result is that a closed connected set in the Euclidean plane E2 is strictly monotone if and only if it is locally strictly monotone. This theorem is shown to hold in En with additional hypotheses.
1. Introduction. Tietze [4] proved that a closed connected locally convex set in En is convex. This theorem was extended by Klee [1] to a topological linear space. In this paper, we investigate strictly monotone sets which include convex sets as special cases. Applying a result on stripwise subconvex sets [2] , we prove that a closed connected set in E2 is strictly monotone if and only if it is locally strictly monotone. The concept of strictly monotone sets can be extended to En and a characterization theorem on strictly monotone sets in En is established with additional hypotheses. For simplicity, we limit our discussion to En, but all the concepts and theorems in the following are valid in arbitrary topological linear spaces over the real field. 2 . Preliminaries. We follow the notations in Valentine [5] . The closure, interior, boundary, and convex hull of a set S c En are denoted by cl S, int 5, bd S, and conv S, respectively. If x and y are distinct points in En, then xy denotes the closed line segment joining x and y and intv xy denotes the relative interior of xy.
Represent E2 as a Euclidean product space (Ex, R) where is, and R are one-dimensional subspaces of E2, and assign positive and negative directions to R. A line parallel to R is called a vertical line and a line parallel to Ex is called a horizontal line. If x and y are points in (£,, R) not lying on a vertical or horizontal line, the line segment xy determines two closed convex triangles having xy as one side and each of the remaining sides parallel to £, and R, respectively. The triangle below xy, denoted by T(x,y), is called the lower triangle determined by x and y. If x and y are on a vertical or horizontal line, T(x, y) is taken to be xy. A convex arc C(x,y) joining x and y is called a monotone arc if C(x, y) c T(x,y). We now describe monotone sets and strictly monotone sets as follows. Definition 1. A set S c (Ex, R) is monotone if for each pair of distinct points x E S and y E S it is true that there exists a monotone arc C(x,y) joining x and y in S. The set S is strictly monotone if it is monotone and if the convex arc C(x,y) does not contain a horizontal line segment when x and y are not on a horizontal line.
Note that when x and y are on a vertical or horizontal line, the monotone arc C(x,y) reduces to xy. Thus a monotone or strictly monotone set is convex along vertical and horizontal directions. Definition 2. A set S c (Ex, R) is locally (strictly) monotone if for each x E 5 there exists a neighborhood N of x such that N n S is (strictly) monotone.
It is easy to see that the closure of a monotone set is monotone and that an open monotone set is strictly monotone. Note that it is not true in general that a locally monotone set is monotone. For example, consider the set S = {ab u be u cd}, as shown in Figure 1 . Clearly S is locally monotone but it is not monotone since there exists no monotone arc in S to join the points a and d. It is, however, possible to establish characterizations on strictly monotone sets. In order to prove our results, we apply a theorem on stripwise subconvex sets [2] . The relevant definitions and theorem are stated below. A strictly monotone set is clearly a stripwise subconvex set but the converse is not true in general.
3. The results.
Theorem 2. Let S c (Ex, R) be a closed connected set. The set S is strictly monotone if and only if it is locally strictly monotone.
Proof. The necessity is trivial. To prove the sufficiency, let x and y be arbitrary distinct points of S. Since 5 is locally strictly monotone, it is locally stripwise subconvex. By Theorem 1, the set S is stripwise subconvex. Let A(x, y) be a stripwise subconvex arc joining x and y in S. Since 5 is closed, it follows that we may take the stripwise subconvex arc A (x, y) to be minimal in the sense that the convex hull of any other stripwise subconvex arc joining x and y in S contains the set conv A (x, y). We will show that A (x, y) is either xy or a monotone arc not containing a horizontal line segment. Consider the following cases:
(1) The points x and y are not on a vertical or horizontal line. We begin by showing A(x,y) c T(x,y). Suppose A(x,y) <Z. T(x,y) and assume.y lies in the upper half-plane bounded by the line through x and parallel to Ex. Let L be a horizontal line of support of conv A(x,y). First suppose that Ln conv A(x,y) = {z} where z is an exposed point of conv A(x,y). Since S is locally strictly monotone at z, there exists a neighborhood N of z such that N n S is strictly monotone. The concept of strictly monotone sets can be extended to higher dimensional Euclidean spaces. Represent En as a Euclidean product space (£"_,, R) where En_x is an (« -l)-dimensional subspace of En and R is a one-dimensional subspace of En with positive and negative directions assigned. If F is a two-dimensional flat of (En_x, R) parallel to R, F is represented as a translate of a subspace (E, R), and E a one-dimensional subspace of En_x. The concepts of lower triangles, vertical lines, horizontal lines and monotone arcs are valid in F. Definition 4. A set S c (En_x, R) is strictly monotone if for each pair of distinct points x E S and y E S there exists a two-dimensional flat F of (£■"_,, R) parallel to R containing x andy such that:
(1) there exists a monotone arc C(x,y) joining x andy in F n S where C(x,y) does not contain a horizontal line segment if x andy are not on a horizontal line in F; and (2) xy c F n S if x and y are on a horizontal line in F. The set S is locally strictly monotone if for each x E S there exists a neighborhood N such that N n S is strictly monotone.
A generalization of Theorem 2 can be obtained in (En_x, R), using the concept of stripwise subconvexity in (En_x, R) and Theorem 3 [2, Theorem 4.3, p. 98].
Definition 5. A set S c (En_x, R) is stripwise subconvex if for each pair of distinct points x E S and y E S there exists a two-dimensional flat F of (£"_,, Ä) parallel to R and a stripwise subconvex arc C (x, .y) joining x andy such that C(x,y) c F n 5. Local stripwise subconvexity is defined accordingly.
Theorem 3. Let S c (En_x, R) be a closed connected set which is bounded below and assume that every line parallel to R intersects S in a connected set.
Then the set S is stripwise subconvex if and only if it is locally stripwise subconvex.
By an application of Theorem 3 and the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 2, we derive the following result.
Theorem 4. Let S c (En_x, R) be a closed connected set which is bounded below and assume that every line parallel to R intersects S in a connected set. Then the set S is strictly monotone if and only if it is locally strictly monotone.
Proof. The necessity is obvious. To prove the sufficiency, let x and y be arbitrary distinct points of S. Since S is locally strictly monotone, it is locally stripwise subconvex; and therefore it is stripwise subconvex by Theorem 3. Let F be a two-dimensional flat of (En_x, R) parallel to R containing x andy, and let C(x,y) be a stripwise subconvex arc joining x andy in F n S. The existence of C (x, y) in F n S implies that x and y lie in the same component D of F n S. The component D is closed since F f) S is closed. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we take C (x, y) to be the minimal stripwise subconvex arc joining x and y in D. Since C(x, y) c D and D is contained in a two-dimensional flat F parallel to R, we may apply the same arguments of the proof of Theorem 2 to conclude that C(x,y) is a monotone arc without a horizontal line segment if x and y are not on a horizontal line in F. If x and y are on a horizontal line in F n S, then the stripwise subconvex C(x,y) is equal to xy. Hence S is strictly monotone.
